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National Media Reports on Fisher Phillips Expansion in
Washington, D.C.

News

1.09.19 

On January 7, 2019, Fisher Phillips announced the expansion of the firm’s Washington, D.C.

presence with the addition of six attorneys from the Farrington Law Firm. Partners Daniel E.

Farrington, Margaret Jacobsen Scheele and Sarah K. Biran, as well as of counsel Sherron Thomas

McClain and two associates, Lauren Goetzl and Maxim Doroshenko have joined Fisher Phillips. 

In interviews with The National Law Journal, Law360 and Daily Report, Farrington, who will serve as

co-regional managing partner with Theresa Connolly tells reporters: “We've hit a point in evolution

of our firm that we've been lucky enough to generate clients who have national needs. Fisher

Phillips' national platform will allow us to expand the breadth of service that were able to offer to

our clients.” When asked about the overlap in firm values, he said: “We talked a lot about the law

being a customer-service business and that is something that's very important to us. Fisher Phillips

is very client service-centric and so our core values in that regard aligned pretty darn well. That was

a big driver for me to be at a place that shared our belief in client-centric legal work”

To read the full articles, visit The National Law Journal, Law360 and Daily Report.

Please reach out to our Media team for any news inquiries. 
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